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ABSTRACT 

Military commanders and other decision takers require timely and accurate understanding of the situation 
in their respective area of responsibility as well as a prediction of the likely intentions and capabilities of 
supposed or potential adversaries. To achieve this, intelligence cells have to process and evaluate 
information from all kinds of sources to deduce in a timely and most reliable manner an appropriate 
picture of the respective battlespace or evolving threat. Particularly in the area of non-conventional 
conflicts, e.g. in the fight against terrorism, heterogeneous and complex non-military information factors 
are influencing the production of intelligence. Large volumes of information and data have to be 
processed but manual evaluation and the conventional presentation of results is much too time consuming. 
A first essential aspect in the automated support to the exploitation and fusion of information and data is 
to deal with very different natures of data: numerical data, usually in the form of simple tables, more 
complex structured data such as relational databases, semi structured messages, totally unstructured 
texts. Thus we have to deal with an impressive continuum of representations, from fully numeric and 
structured to totally textual and unstructured. A second challenging aspect in the automation of 
information fusion is provided by the heuristic nature of the real human processing of the imperfect 
information that is available. Fragments of information about ’ground truth’ are compared with the 
current picture of the situation, related to the most likely aspects of estimated threats, aggregated to more 
complex and significant situation objects, and finally integrated into a new picture of the situation. 
Correlation and aggregation of information is typically driven by knowledge about the structure and 
behaviour of adversary factions. This paper will present some of the findings of the RTO Task Group on 
Information Fusion Demonstration (IST-038/RTG-016) concerning these areas of topical interest. 
Relevant open research aspects and an analysis and functional model approach to human Intelligence 
processing is presented. All the work was performed using a realistic operational scenario which provided 
a demonstration of automated support of the Collation and Analysis steps in Intelligence processing. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Within the Network Centric War and the global information environment of asymmetric threat, one 
challenge to military operations is to rapidly manage large volumes of data and information and to portray 
the results in a timely and appropriate manner. In a Multinational Intelligence Cell (MIC) there is a danger 
that the processing capability will be overtaken by the volume of information that is available. In the 
current operational context, Operations Other Than War (OOTW) with ‘Three Block War‘ situations have 
become very important for NATO military organizations. This has brought an increased requirement for 
the processing of large volumes of HUMINT. A MIC needs the capability to collect, process, and 
disseminate in a timely manner a wide variety of data and information produced by the full spectrum of 
ELINT, IMINT, HUMINT, COMINT and socio-political sources. 

This paper gives an overview on the work of the RTO Task Group on Information Fusion Demonstration 
(RTGonIFD IST-038/RTG-016) and the results achieved so far. The objective of the Task Group is to 
demonstrate that computer assisted information fusion is possible. The demonstration that is envisaged 
will be conducted using an operational scenario based on PSO and including references to counter 
terrorism.  

Chapter 2 will present a military view on the changed requirements for actual intelligence and argues for 
the necessity to have appropriate realistic scenarios for research and development in that area. The content 
and the character of the developed scenario will be described later in this paper.  

In Chapter 3 some of the relevant research aspects which have to be investigated when building an 
automated system for information fusion are described. A short introduction to the cognitive basis and 
framework of intelligence processing illustrates some of the main questions to be studied to be able to 
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automate this domain of human ability and professional skill. Some remarks are made on the aspects of 
“Knowledge Representation” and “Hypotheses Management” two topics which are correlated to the 
semantic nature and ambiguity of the problem area. Finally, a contribution about semantic networks 
presents a semantic tool approach to the question of information structuring . 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the intelligence process and the results achieved so far concerning a 
functional model. Tools and software contributed by the participating nations will be used to prove the 
concept that has been developed for the automated support of information fusion. This will be shown in 
the final demonstration mainly by supporting the Collation and the Analysis steps. The main objective of 
these two processing steps is to get an overview of the available intelligence information by putting every 
single piece of it into a predefined structure (set of classes or categories) and establishing correlations by 
categorizing, link analysis, and classification. The Conclusions in Chapter 5 summarise the results . 

2.0 MILITARY VIEW ON INFORMATION PROCESSING IN INTELLIGENCE 

2.1 The operational structure of intelligence processing 
Intelligence processing is an important part of Command and Control (C2) because a most accurate 
situational awareness of the battlespace is essential prior to all decisions and activities. It is a basic 
requirement which is independent from the ever changing and variety of potential conflicts. In order to 
fulfill the requirements of all the various users and provide in the most timely and reliable fashion the 
appropriate pictures of the Area of Operations. Intelligence cells have to process and evaluate incoming 
information. This task includes determining the most likely location, strength, and activities of all engaged 
faction forces and deducing their capabilities and likely intentions. A wide variety of information 
produced by the full spectrum of sensors and human sources has to be collected, filtered, processed and 
disseminated. This is done in a structured and systematic series of operations which is called the 
Intelligence Cycle. It includes four stages which are defined by the NATO Glossary of Terms and 
Definitions (AAP-6) [5]as follows: 

i. Direction: “Determination of intelligence requirements, planning the collection effort, issuance of 
orders and requests to collection agencies and maintenance of a continuous check on the 
productivity of such agencies”  

ii. Collection: “The exploitation of sources by collection agencies and the delivery of the information 
obtained to the appropriate processing unit for use in the production of intelligence” 

iii. Processing: “The production of intelligence through collation, evaluation, analysis, integration and 
interpretation of information and/or other intelligence.”  

iv. Dissemination: “The timely conveyance of intelligence, in an appropriate form and by any suitable 
means, to those who need it”. 

These four discrete stages are conducted culminating in the distribution of the finished intelligence 
product. The sequence is cyclic in nature since intelligence requires constant reappraisal and updating if it 
is to remain current and relevant to users’ needs. The operations are discrete because, as information 
begins to flow, is processed and disseminated as intelligence, the operations will overlap and coincide so 
that they are being conducted concurrently and continuously rather than sequentially. The representation 
of the military intelligence function in Figure 1 shows the OODA Loop decision process interfacing with 
the Direction phase of the Intelligence Cycle. 
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Figure 1 – Intelligence Cycle interfacing with OODA loop 

2.2 The new essence of actual information processing  
Intelligence doesn’t work for its own purpose. It provides a service to all the force customers, from rank 
and file to commanders, who order products in the context of their own situations. In that way, a single 
piece of data can contribute to providing several different pieces of information each of which is strictly 
related to a different operational purpose. It is the nature of “data” to be part of all required common 
products (see Figure 2), usually reference images, heavily tinted with operational coloration. This aspect 
of a specific context highlights the essence of a delivered intelligence product: it is a set of raw data 
processed to information and then subjectively processed into intelligence within the operational context 
of the customer.  

Following this line of thought, a huge difference shows up between the processing of data for high 
intensity conflict, symmetric operations, and crisis management or counter terrorism in asymmetric 
conflicts. On the one hand can we base our understanding and processing on stable, well known templates, 
while on the other we face unpredictable situations, with undisclosed threats and an enemy deeply 
integrated into and sustained by the local population and environment.  

Modern operational doctrines, visualise most of the future deployments having to deal with urban areas 
and in total integration within the civilian population. A rapidly changing situation will be the norm and 
the“Friendly-Foe-Neutral” discrimination in Three-Blocks-War will be more than ever a reality, which 
will require the consideration of a wide range of human factors as major planning parameters. More than 
the knowledge of facts, their understanding and operational meaning will be essential to allow 
commanders to adapt manoeuvre tactics and reduce violence to its lowest possible level.  

For this reason, the description and understanding of the requirements and the metrics of a system for the 
automated support of intelligence processing have to be based on a reliable scenario. This must resemble 
very closely the environmental and informational situation faced by soldiers on operations. These factors 
will have a major influence on decision making that cannot be avoided. It will be impossible to develop 
intelligence systems capable of high accuracy performance when using old Cold War considerations and 
not taking into account the reality of asymmetric urban operations, ranging from peaceful discussion to 
armoured operations.  
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Thorough functional analysis of both operational and processing aspects are a necessary pre-requisite for 
the understanding of the deep and sophisticated nature of information and the different processing levels 
(see Figure 2) required for producing intelligence from data. The increased complexity is provoked by the 
multifaceted operational context with an ever increasing importance placed on prevalent less than 
complete contextual information.  

Figure 2 : The “Knowledge” Pyramid 

Facts in isolation from the context in which they were derived and the information requirement they are 
intended to meet are without “meaning”.  

Figure 3 : Overview on Collation and Analysis steps 
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An intelligence officer will never get all the relevant information that he seeks, but will be bombarded by 
partial, false, unreliable, irrelevant, and redundant pieces of information which he will have to filter. The 
human brain permanently selects and inserts relevant information from its internal, mental understanding 
and model of the situation as it is perceived so far. To this it adds the experience gained from “similar” 
problems in order to correlate and aggregate all this into a reasonable picture of the situation thus 
deciphering the meaning of all pieces of input data. To automate this intellectual process it has to be 
broken down into a series of functional steps as shown in Figure 3. 

2.3 Necessity for a realistic research scenario  
To be able to analyse the methods of intelligence processing it is important to have a scenario with all 
relevant aspects of real life processing. This means that information concerning the operational context as 
well as the expert knowledge about military behaviour and activities, which gives an understanding of the 
operational dynamics, has to be included.  

A scenario required to conduct a manoeuvre is different from a scenario for elaborating a process. In the 
first case, the deliverable is a set of operational facts. In the second case, it is a set of information aiming 
at setting up an understandable background, in addition to the factual part of a pure manoeuvre scenario. 
Non factual data – unrelated fields, environment, psychology and sociology,… – has to be provided. 

To be able to build a module of such an automated system, it is necessary to carefully analyse and 
understand the human intelligence process. Knowing the required skills and having an extended military 
culture is not enough. The relationships between all the pieces of information, what was said –the facts- 
and what was left unsaid, implicitly presumed as well, have to be recognised and their respective position 
in the giant puzzle of the operational situation deduced. Emerging information, pushed through by 
messages, is the source of this process analysis and knowledge construction.  

This requires that, parallel to a central master event list, the scenario handles numerous elements of basic 
knowledge, that can be described in the context of the tasks of an Intelligence officer. The use of the 
“Pentagram” representation the 6 basic pillars of knowledge, the “said” world, to be dealt with.  

Figure 4: The “Pentagram” of knowledge categories 

The “unsaid” world is extracted from a series of extracts of Real Ground Truth, declined into several 
granularity allowing an event to be seen: 
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• as a raw fact,  

• as an interpreted fact by the Intelligence officer for a given environment 

• within its own independent context (independent story) throughout a given timeframe; this 
rationale can hugely differ from the operational explanation (field truth) of the Intelligence 
officer,  

• within the global context, including the cross cueing of the merging stories and the real 
motivations of actors, independently of their action.  

Such a scenario would not be convincing if it did not include some aspects of real life, such as irrelevant 
or confusing information messages, with the aim of intentionally influencing the Intelligence deduction. It 
is obvious that not all parameters can be taken into a scenario. Nor may the scenario cover too large an 
area as the level of detail and coherence expends exponentially and would require a coherence 
management system. However, at R&D level, and in accordance with the terms of the Task Group TAP, 
“demonstrate through a successful proof of concept that computer assisted fusion is possible ”, a limited 
scope is possible, but must encompass the environmental details as far as possible.  

Description of the “RTGonIFD” scenario: Scenario micro - stories 

• The scenario is composed of multiple stories related to 5 major themes: 
Politics, Factions, Humanitarian, Own Forces, Criminality. 

• Within each theme, one story at least is complete and provides sufficient clues to make deductions 
and allow the G2 cell to embrace this micro situation, report to G3 and enable it to act if required. 

• An excel spread sheet provides the necessary data to constitute an elementary background usable 
as a reference tool.  

Example of theme story 

“The blowing up of houses in Prijedor” 

“A group of 4 “Slav” activists in Prijedor harasses the Muslim population in order to make 
families move to another city. They organize night bombings of Muslim houses. The CZ 
detachment in Prijedor, helped by UK SAS, provides HUMINT, IMINT & SIGINT information 
on this action. It is first discovered that this group of 4 works with a red Mercedes, then the names 
of 2 of the crew are suggested. Further on, the location of the driver’s house is known, and more 
elements provide information about the relations between these men and their environment.  

After some additional information gathering from diverse sources, the commando’s course of 
action and its planned action can be understood, and its team members identified as well. The 
analysis of this data can allow the G2 to trace this commando and enable the G3 to act.” 

There is a requirement for the following reference tables: 

Mission Dependant 

• City (gazetteer) 

• geographic features 

• organizations known in theatre (ORBAT) MO, members, location, related equipment 

• important dates 
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• key infrastructures (incl. houses, street addresses, infrastructure description) 

• known telephone numbers 

Mission Independent 

• organization -  leaders, personalities roles, equipment, holdings (quantity), weapons, 
locations 

• persons  -  key personalities (bio data), related organizations, weapons, vehicles,  
   relationship, background info, equipment  

• equipment 

• locations - places, building, bars/cafe, infrastructures, etc 

• events  - critical event list 

• blue location - blue units / organization / locations 

• red location - red units / organization / locations 

• white locations white units / organization / locations 

• Sources and Agencies (SandA) available sources & agencies 

The final RTGonIFD scenario was developed from an initial theme selected out of real operational 
situations. This straw man was then transformed through personal experience and analysed to generate a 
set of stories related under various forms, the official one being under the format of NATO messages 
including both structured and unstructured fields. Each message was linked to others, within or without its 
own story, and the pieces of information it contained, were separately worked out under different forms as 
intelligence officer’s understanding, global or specific ground truth. All the related information was 
merged into several folders according to the Pentagram categorization. The scenario is divided in two 
portions: the factual one, including the messages, and the deduced one, for the Scientists’ purpose, 
enabling them to reconstruct and understand the mental process. 

This scenario was based on real operational facts, extracted from the record of operations connected with 
the Bosnian conflict as part of the European Community Monitoring Mission (MCMM). This was a 
military diplomatic mission aiming at stopping local fights to reduce the level of violence and to set the 
conditions for a return to normal life. As such, members of the Mission could relate to all entities on both 
sides of the conflict, consult archives and intelligence products, and analyse in context the various 
behaviours of any and each of the stakeholders. This knowledge was integrated into this scenario to 
enhance its realism and credibility. 

Any change of operational focus impacts on all related matters, including scenarios. Future operations will 
mostly deal with asymmetric operations conducted in urban terrain and will focus on a reduction of level 
of violence. Thus, in the view of both a research scenario and an operational system, all the environmental 
factors that impact on military actions have to be taken into account to allow a deep situation analysis. 
Thus, the development of information fusion systems can no longer ignore non-military information and 
knowledge about the information context. It is obvious that comparison with the ground truth will highly 
facilitate the understanding of the process, but this implies a need to refer to real life. This will generate 
the need to understand the psychological and human parameters involved to enable comparison of the 
human and automated process. 
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3.0 RESEARCH ASPECTS  

3.1 Challenges for modelling the human intelligence process  
In heuristic intelligence processing, rather than numerical data symbolic information, documents with text 
and pictures, have to be handled as input. The aim is not to discover and quantify single objects but to 
understand the behaviour and intentions of the adversary. A most reliable picture of the battlefield has to 
be integrated from imperfect information and the impact on the perceived development of the military 
situation has to be deduced. High level fusion answers the question "What does it mean?". In order to do 
this, intelligence officers practise by default a method of heuristic reasoning which relies on their 
knowledge about the doctrine and tactics of the adversary and the assumption that the opposing forces will 
act according to these for the benefit of their mission. It is common military experience and expert 
knowledge, that the production of intelligence can be carried out successfully by integrating current 
information based on the assumption of a default behaviour. This processing method is based on 
behaviour modelling, such as doctrinal templating or profiling. For this qualitative method a descriptive 
knowledge representation is used. Complex battlespace elements are described in a general manner using 
text and graphics. The descriptions include, if available, their relations and dynamic behaviour as well as 
their military intention and concepts, their ethnic and or religious position, their moral concepts and 
political involvements. 

For high level fusion systems supporting intelligence, two different kinds of models are needed[3]: 

• behaviour models describing tactics of potential adversary factions and all necessary pre-
conditions for their aggressive activities; 

• models describing "normality", the common and unsuspicious behaviour of defined subgroups of 
the population. 

In the first case high level fusion is the task of detecting indicators of a pattern of activity defined by the 
behaviour model. This approach is used e.g. in low and high intensity conflicts of military or paramilitary 
type. In the second case the task is to detect deviations from a pattern of “normal” behaviour. This method 
is used e.g. in combating terrorism, to be able to define indicators of suspicious activities.  

From this, the following requirements for the development of effective automated high level fusion 
systems can be deduced: 

• To define the high level information fusion problem on a sufficient level of abstraction and to 
develop appropriate task models. 

• To develop accordingly suitable fusion methods. 

In addition, for a fusion system it is necessary to automatically obtain access to the semantic content of the 
current input and the background information. As high level fusion is mainly based on document input, it 
is very important to have automated extraction of the content of the single input document. The semantic 
meaning of a document has to be accessible for subsequent automated context based information analysis 
and integration. It is necessary to have methods and procedures for an automated text extraction and text 
analysis. Tools with efficient linguistic methods and adequate ontological models of each application 
domain are needed to understand the semantic meaning of the document input and to be able to cope with 
the information workload in network-centric intelligence and other C2 activities. Basically this is not the 
information fusion problem of intelligence processing in itself but as it is connected to the modelling 
problem, e.g. by its ontological approach to semantic text analysis, it should be regarded as part of the so 
far unsolved problem of high level fusion systems. 

Knowledge based information fusion is focussing on the heuristic human evaluation process[2]. Military 
information processing is modelled as a context dependent and template-based heuristic reasoning process. 
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The real situation is modelled by a representation which is based on the assumption that forces are 
organised in a structured manner and that they operate in a militarily reasonable and typical way. 
Appropriate rules, doctrines, or modus operandi can be used as a basis for matching templates for default 
reasoning. By using this approach, the analysis and fusion of incomplete and imperfect information from 
military reports and background knowledge can be supported substantially in an automated system. Such 
models can be developed by a thorough analysis of the real processes in intelligence and command and 
control. This has been shown to be true not only for classical war where doctrines are the basis for 
operations and training, but also for terrorist activities, such as in Northern Ireland or in Spain. Even the 
preparation and planning activities of groups like al-Qa’ida exhibit some system and structure which could 
have been recognised [9]. 

Describing the battlespace by default behaviour models defines a “Closed World” representation of the 
application area knowledge. But the information context which is necessary for a proper understanding of 
the situation is not fixed, it is open. Especially in new missions with low background intelligence and little 
knowledge about the behaviour of the adversary the knowledge initially available will not be sufficient 
and the models will have to be modified or new ones will have to be created. Ontological models also 
define a "Closed World" representation of an application area[4]. Any concept which is not covered by an 
ontology cannot be taken into account during semantic analysis. As a consequence, a fusion system based 
on such a module will not be able to consider the missing information context, this is therefore a blind spot 
for the fusion system. A solution to the obvious learning problem might be the concept of an interactive 
high level fusion system. This would support the human operator by providing formally correct fusion 
hypotheses using every piece of information which is available to the system but leaves knowledge 
maintenance and final decisions to him. Such interactive systems will be adaptable to new and evolving 
situations. 

According to the descriptive and qualitative nature of the behaviour models which are represented by non-
numerical methods and the fact that high level fusion has to make deductions from incomplete 
information, it is likely to use qualitative non-numeric methods for the matching of the imperfect 
information with the qualitative models. Among these are methods of non-monotonic logic like “Default 
Logic” and “Close World Assumption”, which both correspond very much with human cognitive 
processing[2]. High level fusion will probably benefit from quantitative mathematical methods like fuzzy 
logic, evidential reasoning, and probability, if a suitable abstraction of the problem can be reached, in 
order to be able to define detailed problems which reasonably can be formulated as quantitative questions. 

3.2 Knowledge representation 
In the first phase of intelligence processing (collation), the intelligence system will receive any type of 
structured or unstructured input, documents such as texts, pictures and sounds, and store the raw data in 
the intelligence database. In order to understand the semantics of the stored data and continue further 
processing for classification, correlation, aggregation and interpretation, the data should be converted into 
a format, which is machine-understandable. Therefore any raw input data should be processed, 
transformed and represented as numerical and symbolic information. The critical point to be considered 
here is to have a formal representation, which would structurally represent any kind of real world 
information such as entities, concepts, relations, intentions, rules and doctrines, and which may even have 
uncertainties and conflicts. 

In addition to incoming intelligence information, the knowledge base should also be fed with background 
knowledge, which represents the conceptual model of the mission space. This ontological information will 
be the basis for the developed inference engines and fusion functions interpreting the available 
information to recognize hidden significant facts, to produce hypotheses and to deduce possible future 
activities. 
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As has already been shown, an intelligence knowledge base should deal with two kinds of knowledge: the 
conceptual model of the mission space, which mostly deals with abstract classes of the objects; and the 
collected intelligence information of the mission space, which mostly deals with real instances of the 
objects.  

An intelligence knowledge base covering the aspects mentioned earlier could be handled using the 
knowledge representation techniques already fully studied in the artificial intelligence field. In general, 
knowledge representation can be described as an internal surrogate for the external world [8]. Thus every 
intelligent entity carrying out reasoning needs to have a knowledge representation, because reasoning is a 
process that goes on internally, while most things it wishes to reason about exist only externally. An 
important question is “How close is the surrogate to the real thing?” What attributes of the original object 
does it capture and make explicit, and which does it omit? In fact one should be aware that perfect fidelity 
is in general impossible, both in practice and in principle. It is impossible in principle because the only 
completely accurate representation of an object is the object itself, and all other representations are 
inaccurate. 

There are many ways of knowledge representation and a number of reasoning methodologies exist such as 
First Order Logic, Fuzzy Logic, Production Systems, Neural Networks, Petri-Nets and Semantic Networks 
[7]. Some of these methodologies are highly structured and some are highly non-structured. Generally, the 
structured ones have immense significance over the non-structured models because the knowledge base 
can easily be represented by modular fashion, can easily be understood and can concurrently and 
efficiently be accessed. 

The RTGonIFD mainly focused on Semantic Networks, a structured knowledge representation approach, 
which seemed to be one of the best candidates to start with. A semantic net consists of two elementary 
tuples: nouns denoted by nodes and relationship between nouns denoted by links/arcs. For instance, the 
fact “cats hate dogs” can be defined in semantic networks as shown in Figure 5. Although the figure below 
illustrates a binary relation, it is also possible to define non-binary relations with semantic networks. 
However non-binary representation is not so common.  

 
 

Figure 5: A semantic network saying that ”cats hate dogs”. 

Another capability of semantic networks is to express absolute/monotonic and default inheritance and 
reasoning. For instance, the statement “birds can fly” means there should be no exception at all. Thus if a 
new statement is added to the knowledge base saying that a penguin is a bird and penguins cannot fly, then 
a contradiction will arise. Therefore the above statement should be expressed in a less prescriptive manner 
such as “birds can fly by default” to allow the reasoner to find out that the statement “penguins cannot fly” 
is more believable than the statement “penguins can fly” if both are encountered. These absolute and 
default statements are illustrated in Figure 6 (dashed lines means default reasoning). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6: A semantic network representing a default assertion and an execption  
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Up to now, all the examples we have covered classes of objects, which do not represent real objects but 
just the definitions. In semantic networks, the real instances can also be defined. In the following two 
sentences: “human is a living thing” and “John is a human”, both classes and instances of objects can be 
seen. Nouns “human” and “living thing” are just classes, but “John” is an instance, which belongs to the 
human class. The above two sentences are illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Classes and instances of objects 

And finally, a good knowledge representation should also deal with uncertainty and time. For semantic 
networks, uncertainty and time information could be inserted into nouns and relations. For instance, 
existence of a noun can be limited with a specified time range (e.g. birth and death dates of a person), or 
start and end time of an event can be bounded (e.g. John was going home from 5 to 6 o’clock), or strength 
of a relationship could be defined with an attached probability value. 

As mentioned above, there are several ways of representing knowledge. Although selecting one of these 
methods and applying it to a domain is a difficult task, there is another important problem that remains 
unsolved, the difficulty of feeding the knowledge base with necessary background information. Without 
having the background information representing a conceptual model of the mission space, no fusion 
process could manage to extract significant facts and possible future activities within the incoming 
intelligence information. Therefore, the acquisition of expert knowledge to feed the knowledge bases is a 
major task on its own besides knowledge representation. 

3.3 Hypotheses management 
Uncertainty in observations and sparse data coverage can in principle give a large variety of possible 
estimates of a situation. An automated system supporting intelligence processing must have the capability 
to keep track of several hypotheses especially at an early stage of an operation. For this purpose a 
formalisation of hypothesis management can contribute to improvements in the overall intelligence 
processing and subsequently the management of an operation. Formal guidelines for activities can be 
considered as a restriction to flexibility. However, formalised guidelines are useful for a systematic 
evaluation of work and suggestions for improvements. Therefore in general, formalisation has several 
advantages: 

• It is the basis for automatisation and hence gives the opportunity to test a large number of possible 
hypotheses which cannot be processed manually by a human operator. 

• Many hypotheses can in principle be treated quickly, simultaneously and independently of human 
preference or black spots in the consciousness. There is no subjective assessment and prejudice 
which might affect the hypothesis treatment. 

• Transfer and accumulation of experience will be more effective as compared to unsupported 
human knowledge management. 

Human Living thing is a 

John 

is an instance of
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• Formal guidelines can in general support communication, improve the transparency of processes 
and let others understand and monitor the activities. 

The main task of an intelligence service should not only be to estimate the one state or situation 
considered to be the most likely explanation of the data. An effective situation awareness should identify 
all possible explanations of the available information which are of special interest within the actual 
operational context. Hence possible cost/risk estimates associated with decisions and associated actions 
should be central within situation awareness. This could lead to an automatic warning system to improve 
situation awareness. 

Automated information processing can be used to enhance situation awareness for sets of hypotheses 
associated with threats. Assume, for example, a data treatment to search for indications of the transport of 
explosives to a given location. There may be a large number of such hypotheses, and formalisation and 
systematic and automatic data treatment can therefore enhance situation awareness. Each actual 
observation, viewed in isolation, may be uncertain and have little apparent meaning for a threat 
assessment. Observations can be car routes, correlations between movements of cars, people, transports, 
activities at possible places for storing, communications, observed suspected individuals etc. The overall 
correlation of the individual information, scattered in space and time and stored at very different places, 
may reveal a well known pattern, represented as a template for information matching, and thus indicate a 
threat (or possible cost) and initiate further investigations. Automatic formal procedures can help to 
discover such patterns, to let data look in a meaningful manner for a human operator. 

3.4 Using semantic networks to represent and operate information fusion processes 

3.4.1 How to represent textual Intelligence Information to facilitate fusion 

Most Intelligence Information Systems manipulate documents written in natural language. These 
documents either come from open, public sources, or come from Intelligence Agencies. Texts are also 
associated with images. This association is performed by human operators, since no computer programs 
are able today to assign meaning to an image, even if they can help human operators by automatic 
detection of predefined patterns. 

Technical data, -e.g. non textual data- are ultimately synthesized on maps, operations pictures, which, 
themselves, are ultimately described by words and sentences. This ubiquity of textual information finally 
turns into the ubiquity of document management systems, to assist Intelligence Agencies in information 
processing.  

We advocate a different approach: textual should not imply documents, but textual should imply 
sentences. 

When reading a text, the brain does not register documents composed of hundreds or thousands of lines. 
Many neurobiological experiments indicate that associations are registered between concepts, which are 
nothing but sentences with words. Sentences share words, and they altogether build a network: 

• General Albert Bally commands the Third Army 

• The Third Army fought in 2001 in South Mountains 

• The Third Army was defeated by local troops in 2001 

• South Mountains area suffered several hurricanes in 1999 

Our brain arranges information according to such a networked structure. We may have learnt each of these 
sentences by reading a document (a newspaper for instance), but our brain des not register the sequences 
of sentences found in each page of the newspaper. However, we in general, keep the document –
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newspaper- form in our computers to store information. This discrepancy of information representation in 
brains and computers leads to a very poor optimisation of the man-machine cooperation in Intelligence. 
Choosing to represent information in the form of documents in computers originates in the choice to 
mimic the century-old books technology (using wood, paper, leather, ink, …). Books contain in general 
hundreds of pages because printing them in ths wayhappened to be a good economical compromise. 

Electronic documents are a computerized simulation of antique production technologies and markets. 

We can alternatively choose to use computers to electronically simulate the way brains represent 
information, i.e. as a network of sentences sharing words. These representation techniques have been 
thoroughly studied in the field of Artificial Intelligence since the early 50’s, under the name of “semantic 
networks”. 

3.4.2 What to represent: beyond Pentagram 

In everyday professional life, we are not used to carving textual information into small pieces (semantic 
networks). Our brain does it as a background, unconscious task, while we keep reading and writing pages 
and pages of text. When we want to turn to precise information, we consider databases, i.e. carefully 
structured pieces of information, captured in a manner imposed by a computer application written by 
computer specialists using a programming language. This database technique implies that all the possible 
kinds of information, values and relationship are known in advance, and will seldom change, the 
etymology of the program is “written in advance”. This is clearly not acceptable for Intelligence missions 
where the nature of the phenomena to investigate is by definition unknown and unpredictable.  

This database technique is well illustrated by the notion of the “Pentagram” used in some Intelligence 
Systems (see Figure 4, page 6). The pentagram approach consists of modelling the universe through a 
fixed number of concepts. We consider “Events”. An “Event” is characterised by five dimensions:  

• People 

• Organisations 

• Place 

• Date 

• Means of Operation 

This pentagram approach is a good departure from the pure document approach and a first step towards a 
network of sentences. However, it exhibits all the stiffness of the programmed database approach (besides 
its origin). We would better consider pentagrams as a small subset of semantic networks, and design 
systems where officers in charge can forge their own categories, dimensions and links to represent 
Intelligence Information the way they wish. For instance, operational experiments with the Thales 
Ideliance Semantic Network Editor were conducted by the French Army in 2003 and 2004, and led to 
semantic models with around 20 categories, and not 5. 

Here are some examples of the variety of Intelligence information one should wish to represent with 
Semantic Networks: 

• Opinions (who believes what?) 

• Documents (this is not a paradox: documents exist in the real life even if they are not the best way 
to represent Intelligence information !) 

• Elements of situation (events are useful only as far they change part of the current situation) 

• Attitudes 
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• Threats 

• Intentions 

• Surprises 

• Forecasts 

• Contradictions 

• Explanations 

Only open-ended methods like Semantic Networks can accommodate this variety of needs. 

3.4.3 Some useful operations on Semantic Networks to assist Information Fusion Processes 

In a first step, semantic representation offers a simple and natural way of accessing information by 
navigating from node to node (concept to concept, sentence to sentence) in the network. A more ambitious 
goal consists of performing automatic deductions and computations on the network, i.e. adding 
automatically inferred sentences to the network. 

In other words, this was the aim of Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence applications in the 80’s and 
early 90’s. The majority of such attempts failed, for the reason that it was impossible to collect and 
formalize all the human knowledge needed to write precise inference rules to automatically augment the 
network with conclusions. Most of the time, experts and expertise are not available. It would be the same 
for knowledge about information fusion. 

An alternative is to infer automatically the rules themselves through automatic learning from past 
examples. This is a statistical approach, which implies the availability of large sets of high quality data. 
One need not mention that such data will never be accessible in our case, due to the fact that each crisis is 
different, and that this data is not widely published. Can we overcome this pessimistic conclusion: no 
expert and no data ? Can we in any way hope to use computers to assist analysts in making their fusion 
decisions? 

We suggest that the answer may be yes, if we adopt the following principles: 

• automatic operations should be only a subset of the fusion process 

• what is actually done automatically should be “evident” to the analyst 

We propose two steps in this direction: 

• develop functions which compute “similarities” between objects 

• develop functions which compute “subsets of interest” among the whole network. 

The first point –similarity- means that we offer the analyst the possibility of automatically exhibiting the 
objects which look like a given one, along with the points of commonality among them (a natural 
extension is to cluster a set of objects into homogeneous subsets). The essence of such an operation is just 
to tell the analyst: “hey, look, object A resembles objects B1, B2, … , Bn, with respect to points P1, P2, 
…, Pk”. This process lets the analyst free to infer himself a potential conclusion. This functionality is 
simple, yet not trivial. For instance, objects B1 can be case studies, or recommendations, or mandatory 
procedures. Then “A looks like B” may mean: “in order to process object A, first have a look at what is 
said about object B !” We are not far from applying a rule, but all the “firing” initiative is left to the 
analyst. 

The second point -subsets of interest-, is a generalisation of the first one. The idea is again to propose to 
the analyst a set of information which can be of interest for him, then let him infer a conclusion, if any. An 
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example of “subset of interest” is what we call the “what between” operation in a semantic network. 
“What between A and B” computes all the paths linking A and B, then proposes this set of information to 
the analyst. 

Many other definitions of “subsets of interest” may be defined, and we think they can be a valuable to 
fusion analysts. In the future, we wish to experiment with users which kinds of “subsets of interest” will 
prove to be the most useful. 

4.0 SUPPORTING HEURISTIC INTELLIGENCE PROCESSING 

4.1 Functional modelling  
A very high level representation of the military intelligence global function appears in Figure 8 where the 
main actors are represented. The processing task has the main capability to answer commander’s requests 
via the J2. Processing is done within the MIC, but shown outside to stress its importance. 

 

Commander J2 

Processing 

MIC 

CCIRM 

Sources 
 

Figure 8 – Very high level representation of the military Intelligence function 

The processing phase within the MIC is where the military intelligence branch needs automation to be 
more effective in their work when in OOTW. It was analysed and a conceptual and a functional model of 
the intelligence processes developed. The MIC internal functions appear in Figure 9. Those which are 
related to operational products are marked in blue. The complete breakdown of the UML representation of 
the conceptual model can be found in [11].  
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Figure 9 – Multinational Intelligence Cell internal functions 
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The processing phase is where the information that has been collected in response to the direction of the 
commander is converted into intelligence products. Processing is a structural series of actions, which 
although set out sequentially, may also take place concurrently. It is defined as the production of 
intelligence through collation, evaluation, analysis, integration and interpretation of information and/or 
other intelligence. A simplified way to represent the intelligence processing phase appears in Figure 10. 
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Intelligence 
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Figure 10 – Intelligence cycle processing phase – representation of processes 

The military understanding of these processing steps is kept in Allied Joint Intelligence Counter 
Intelligence and Security Doctrine (AJP 2.0) [6] and in the NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions 
(AAP6) [1]: 

Collation: The registering and logging of the incoming information followed by its decomposition into 
individual information items. These individual information items are subject to categorizing according to 
either predefined categories or to new identified categories adapted to the mission. The categorized 
information items are finally cross-referenced each one with the others. 

Evaluation: There are two types of evaluation. The evaluation of information derived from human sources 
that require subjective evaluation. The evaluation of information derived from technical sensors that, if 
accompanied by meta-data describing the circumstances of its collation, could be subjected to an 
automated evaluation process. One should also consider technical systems including humans, which 
means that incoming information does not have technical meta-data, but does have a subjective 
assessment. 

Analysis: “A step in which information is subjected to review in order to identify significant facts for 
subsequent interpretation” It consists of a number of interacting sub-processes to bring the analyst 
answering questions like ‘Who is it?, What is it?, What does it means? Why is it happening?, etc,’, in 
order to recognize indicators and warnings. 

Integration: ”A step whereby analysed information or intelligence is selected and combined into a pattern 
in the course of the production of further intelligence”. The process of building pictures of the current and 
of the predictive situations from all the gathered and analysed information. 

Interpretation: “A step in the processing phase of the intelligence cycle in which the significance of the 
analysed and integrated information is judged in relation to the current body of knowledge.” 
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4.2 Concept for automated support of Collation and Analysis 
Out of the scope of these intelligence processes, three main interesting phases were extracted as candidates 
for an automated support to clearly demonstrate some new functionality.  

Collation : Text storage Text extraction Categorisation 
Analysis : Correlation Link analysis  
Integration : Pattern matching Aggregation  

These steps were analysed in more detail to develop a workflow of the human processing to serve as a 
bases for a system concept.  

As shown in Figure 11, during the collation process, the incoming information is first logged and stored 
into the appropriate repository. The received information is afterward decomposed into individual items, 
which are finally categorized and cross-referenced with previously received information items.  

Figure 11 – Decomposition of the Collation process 

During the collation step, a first semantic analysis is performed associating any new report to an 
appropriate category of intelligence. The number and definition of the categories depends on the type of 
operation which is conducted. These categories are deduced from the commanders intelligence 
requirements. They define the main aspects of the situation and the information context which has to be 
covered to be able to give a description of the situation that fully reflects the abilities and intentions of the 
opposite parts and to make an assessment. The association of a single report with a category of 
information is just an experience guided correlation. No further interpretation is done at this step. For free 
text reports there has to be a pre-processing to exploit their semantic content.  

Figure 12 presents a further detailed view of the analysis process and its interactions with the evaluation, 
integration and interpretation processes. It is assumed that an initial domain representation model (a 
taxonomy or an ontology of a sufficient sub-set of all elements of the problem domain, including physical 
objects, activities, events, doctrines, known relations and dependencies) is given as part of the background 
knowledge. 

The result of the collation process initiates the classification of the newly received information items. 
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Classification is the function by which some level of identity of an item is established either as a member 
of a class or a type within a class. Classification basically is a matching procedure. It answers the question: 
"Who or what is it?" The appropriateness and quality of the domain representation model mainly 
influences the quality of the classification results. The richer the set of attributes of the (observed or 
deduced) object (entity, event, ..) the better a classification process can be. If the key classes which are 
used during the Collation Categorisation (e.g. people, places, events, organisation, and equipment) are 
high level classes of the domain representation model then we can interpret Categorisation as an initial 
step of Classification (raw classification) and include it into automation. 

The classification process is followed by the correlation of the new information items. Correlation is the 
function by which data or information from similar sources about the same item, activity and occurrence 
are combined together. Different information items (classification hypotheses on objects of the problem 
domain) are associated / related to each other because they are sharing certain attribute values or are 
fulfilling specific criteria. This does not take into account that the different objects may match attributes of 
higher level classes of the domain representation model (a class of higher complexity different from the 
classes of all input objects). No "Part-of" or any alike relationship is tested because that is the functionality 
of the "Aggregation". 

Figure 12 - Analysis, evaluation, integration and interpretation processes 

The "Correlation" function is based on quantitative measures while a similar function "Link" is based on 
qualitative measures. Thus we can distinguish between these two functions by using the following 
discriminates: 

Correlation: To calculate the relationship between classified information items based on quantitative 
measures (e.g. time, distance and/or other class dependent attributes), thereby establishing numerically 
comparable (strong or weak) correlations between them. 

Link: To establish a reference between classified information items using qualitative measures from Cross-
referencing (i.e. two information items can be linked if, in any respect, they share a third information item, 
either observed or from background information). 
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If Correlation / Link results in evidence about the identity of the related objects their respective 
information is fused reducing the number of system objects (recognised or assumed domain elements). 
Cross-referencing of the Collation Step may be interpreted as an initial Link or Correlation step (raw 
correlation / link). 

Finally, the received information items are aggregated one with the others. Aggregation/Integration will 
fuse different information items (elements of the problem domain) in order to deduce new and more 
valuable information items. The input information items that are fused together all satisfy the pattern of an 
object of a more complex domain class according to basic intelligence (background knowledge, doctrines, 
etc.) and on its related RFI (requests for information). 

The following functions of Aggregation / Integration have been identified as candidates for automation: 

• Carry out pattern analysis based on time and place in order to recognise activity / behaviour 
patterns and thereby deduce more complex activities and manoeuvres. Based on the preceding 
premise, create aggregation hypotheses by integrating classified information, correlated / linked 
information, and intelligence about entity locations and behaviour with deployment and 
movement templates. 

• Group and position information items into the organisation and thereby deduce the hierarchical 
structure of the organisation. 

• Trigger an alarm function when new significance has been produced/ deduced/ found. 

Because of the restricted resources available to the RTGonIFD it was obvious that not all the above 
mentioned processing steps identified as candidates for automated processing could be implemented into 
an experimental system in the scope of this Task Group. Therefore the concept for the demonstration 
system is to couple available tools and demonstrators to cover as much as possible of the processing chain, 
starting with Collation and Analysis, those steps which are related to the transformation or linking of free-
text into/with structured information.  
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Figure 13: Demonstration high level technical design 

Currently, the tools are being integrated as shown in Figure 13. After finalizing the integration process of 
the system components, the automated/semi-automated chain of intelligence information flow will be 
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completed. It will then demonstrate that intelligence information arriving as unstructured and/or structured 
data (text) can be imported, analysed, evaluated, integrated and finally represented in an efficient 
structured way. Thus the overall automated/semi-automated processing will produce a well-organised set 
of information about the situation and by that prove to be a valuable support tool for efficient and correct 
processing of the increasing amount of intelligence data. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

The analysis of the new operational requirement makes it evident that the traditional way to process 
information is no longer sufficient and must be supported by new methods adapted to urban environment 
and unstructured data. Semantic nets, which are a highly structured data representation technique, give 
promising results for generating machine readable intelligence data, close to the operational way of 
understanding and processing information. More than that, the ability to run such a system without the 
assistance of technicians is a huge advantage in the context of rapidly evolving urban situations. Thus, it 
clearly appears that those parts of intelligence processing related to information management, especially in 
Collation and Analysis, can be performed with little human involvement, when all environment related 
information (immaterial, psycho-socio-cultural,…) has to pass through the operational filter. Additionally, 
and fortunately, the average operational staff will be perfectly able to cope with and manage support 
systems using semantic nets and default reasoning, two approaches which perfectly correlate to human 
mental processing. In that way, a delineation between these complementarities could be highlighted and 
would contribute to a good visualisation of processing matters.  

The objective of the RTO Task Group on Information Fusion Demonstration (RTGonIFD IST-038/RTG-
016)) is to demonstrate that computer assisted information fusion is possible. Tools and software 
contributed by the participating nations will be used to prove the developed concept for automated support 
of Collation and Analysis in Intelligence processing. This will be done using a semantic net approach and 
other ontological techniques of link analysis. The demonstrator will provide a domain dependent and 
context oriented structured information basis to the human operator and set him free from tedious and time 
consuming steps of problem dependent information structuring, which is a precondition for automated 
high level information fusion. A most complete and thoroughly automatically established information base 
will add real value to Data Fusion JDL level 2 (Situation Assessment/Integration) and JDL level 3 (Impact 
Assessment/Interpretation) in the conduct of the intelligence process, either in military operations or in 
defence against terrorism. 
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He will remain forever in our memories.
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Overview

• The role of military intelligence

• Heuristic information processing in intelligence

• Information fusion and knowledge representation

• Concept for the support of intelligence processing

• Outlook
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The Role of Military Intelligence

Intelligence provides the commander 
• with a judgement of his adversaries’ most likely tactics 
• an assessment of their capabilities
• a prediction of their intentions 
• an assessment of the effects of the environment on 

both friendly and adversary operations 

Intelligence
• is the result of a process of 

subjective judgement 
• it is not unequivocal
• is open to challenge

Direction

Collection

Processing

Dissemination

Intelligence

Cycle
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Steps of the Processing Phase

Collation Logging of information and
grouping of related items of information

Analysis Review of information to identify
significant  facts for subsequent interpretation

Integration Selection of analysed information
and/or intelligence

combination into a pattern 
in the production of further intelligence

Interpretation Judgement of the significance of information
and/or intelligence

in relation to the current body of knowledge

information

intelligence

Evaluation Appraisal of an item of information in respect of the
reliability of the source and the credibility of content

JDL Data Fusion Level 2: Situation Awareness
» The type and state each of single situation element is 

analysed and its relation to other elements
» They are aggregated and fused to higher level objects
» The structure of the aggregated or fused objects as well as 

activities of the adversary forces are tried to be recognised 
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Characteristics 
of Human  Intelligence Processing

Constraints under which Intelligence is produced
• only general and incomplete basic information about the structure, the 

activities and intent of the adversaries may be available  
• current information based on reconnaissance is imperfect

Up to now Intelligence processing

• essentially is a human dominated cognitive process

• methods and reasoning procedures are heuristic and of qualitative 
nature 

• meaning of current and background information is context dependent

• evaluation of input and results is subjective 

• decision making in intelligence and command and control is an 
experience based and subjective process
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Model based Information Processing
Information Jigsaw Puzzling

Processing

New
Information

Known Situation

Updated Situation Picture

Unknown concrete reality

Generic model ‘doctrinal templating’
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Requirements 
for Automated Information Fusion

• To be able to use all input information

Get full semantic access to symbolic (text) information

• To have an appropriate view of theatre and battlespace

Develop behaviour models of possible adversaries 
(military factions, terrorist groups, criminal organisations,.)

• To process information and produce intelligence

Develop methods and tools for (semi-)automatic context 
dependent fusion of incomplete information
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Scientific Challenges in Intelligence

• To deal with a continuum of different types of information
– fully numeric and structured
– totally textual and unstructured

• A domain of concern that only can be 
modelled qualitatively

• Necessity to deduce from insufficient knowledge
– Incomplete data and information
– Incomplete system models

Appropriate 
Knowledge Representation

Modelling behaviour
and principles

Reasoning methods for 
qualitative representations
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Knowledge Representation

'A representation is a set of conventions about how to 
describe a class of things.  A description makes use of 
the conventions of a representation to describe some 
particular thing.' *

‘Good representations make important objects and 
relations explicit, expose natural constraints, and bring 
objects and relations together’ *

*Patrick H. Winston, Artificial Intelligence, 3rd edition, Addison Wesley, 1993

Representing knowledge means to model a domain 
and thus to improve problem understanding.
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What are Semantic Nets ?

«A SEMANTIC NET IS SIMPLY A SET OF SHORT SENTENCES SHARING WORDS»

In 2004 Paul Jones met Henry Peters in Rome Henry Peters lives in Syria

FAO is headquartered in Rome

Paul Jones works for FAO
Sheila is the sister of Henry Peters

In 2004 FAO closed his offices in Syria

Sheila works for NATO

Turkey is a NATO member A Syria - Turkey summit is scheduled in 2004

Paul Jones
Henri Peters

Syria
FAO

Sheila

2004

2004 is followed by 2005
2005

Turkey

Rome

Nato

Complete and
minimal
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What is Unique with Semantic Nets

Both humans and machines understand semantic nets

Close enough to natural language for human understanding

Structured and regular enough for machine processing

Represent knowledge the same way 

it is represented in our brains

no texts, no databases, but small pieces of interrelated knowledge

Share part of our knowledge with machines

perform powerful computations on semantic nets

amplify our intelligence

Benefit
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Domain Modelling 
Threat Dependent Types of Templates

In intelligence two different kinds of templates are needed:
• Behaviour models describing tactics of potential adversary 

factions and all necessary pre-conditions for their aggressive 
activities, 

• Models describing “normality”, the common and unsuspicious 
behaviour of defined subgroups of the population.

In the first case it is the task to detect indicators for patterns of 
activities defined by a behaviour model; used e.g. in low and 
high intensity conflicts of military or paramilitary type.

In the second case  it is the task to detect deviations from 
“normal” behaviour; used e.g. in defence against terrorism, to 
be able to define indicators for suspicious activities.
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Scenario

Very detailed, unique scenario
• PSO, Urban operations, Counter-terrorism, Bosnia like
• 11 separated stories merging each other or not
• Biographies, organisations, linkages, ground truth, …
• Including Intelligence categorisation, plus psycho-cultural dimension
• Voluntarily confusion-generating / clue finding for Intel cells

Message stream
• Scenario displayed through 70 “AAP6” messages
• Structured and unstructured data

A unique comprehensive set, worth being further developed  
and which could be used in other RTO activities
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Logical View of the Demonstration of 
Automated Collation and Link Analysis

PARANOIDIDELIANCE

Document ID
and Meta Data

C2IEDM
Reference for verbs

Document ID
and Meta Data

Sentence (Verb,
Subject, Object)

MÜHATEM
GIS

DIDMS
TACTICAL

Incoming
Information

Situation

Elements
Situation

Elements
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Outlook

Final event
NC3A November 2005
• 1 day demonstration

directed by MAG (Military Advisory Group)
• 2 days Specialists’ Meeting (IST-055/RSM-001)

“Information Fusion for Command Support“

New Task Group (2006-2008) on

Information Fusion in Asymmetric Threat (Information Fusion in Asymmetric Threat (RTGonIFASRTGonIFAS))

“Provide Intelligence analysts at situation awareness level with 
information and intelligence fused from structured and 
unstructured data and information in order to respond to 
conventional and asymmetric threats”.
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